
 

 

 

 
 

 

Vadodara July 18th, 2018 

 

Matrix to Host Exclusive Telecom and Security Solutions at Matrix Insight, Riyadh 

 

Matrix will be showcasing its latest trends and technologies from Security and Telecom domain, including the new NVRX 

Series and PRASAR UCS for Modern Enterprises. We will demonstrate our Enterprise Telecom and Security solutions that 

cater the need of SMEs, SOHOs and Large Enterprises. 

 

 
 

Matrix, a leading manufacturer of Telecom and Security products will be hosting Matrix Insight on 26th July from 8:30 am 

onwards at Marriott Hotel, Riyadh in Saudi Arabia. We welcome everyone in the Telecom and Security industry from new 

prospects, strategic partners to existing customers and suppliers. 

 

Matrix will showcase enterprise grade Time-Attendance solution engineered with features such as Auto Push Events to 

Server, Automatic Fingerprint Distribution, Instant Notification, 200+ Customized Reports Generation, Scheduler Services 

including Backup, and more. Furthermore, Access Control being the prime requirement in terms of security, Matrix will 

present its Standalone Access Control solution with License Free Environment, whereby a single panel can handle up to 255 

doors and 25,000 users. Get a glimpse into the cutting-edge Matrix biometric solutions with multiple credentials option at 

Riyadh. 

  

https://www.matrixaccesscontrol.com/
https://www.matrixtelesol.com/


Matrix will also be unveiling its latest communication solution, PRASAR UCS – Unified Communication Solution for Modern 

Enterprises that supports up to 2,100 IP users from a single box at the event. A brief glimpse into the Telecom portfolio will 

also be given to the audience.  

 
 

Matrix Video Surveillance wing is going to sport a new range of IP cameras, incorporating SONY STARVIS series sensors 

with EXMOR technology. Matrix Video Surveillance wing is going to exhibit its Video Management solution SATATYA 

SAMAS which approaches threats in a logical sequential manner through its unique features like CREAM (Cognitive 

Responsive Engine with Automated Monitoring). We will also introduce the new range of smart Extreme Network Video 

Recorders - NVRx. 

 

"Events like Matrix Insight are important to us because they give us the chance to connect with our partners, SIs and 

prospects. We look forward to explore and spread our footprints in the territory through this product expo, showcasing our 

innovative solutions that can help accelerate business growth", said Ganesh Jivani, Managing Director. 

  

Visit us at Riyadh Marriott Hotel, King Saud Road, Al Wazarat District, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on 26th July, 2018 from 

8:30 AM onwards. 

 

 

 

 

About Matrix 

Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in security and telecom solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. Matrix, an 
innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is committed to keep pace with the revolutions in security 
and telecom industries. With more than 40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix 
has launched cutting-edge products such as Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, Convergence, VOIP 
Gateways, GSM Gateways, IP Video Surveillance, Access Control and Time-Attendance. These solutions are feature-rich, 
reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Europe, North America, South America, Africa 
and Asia through an extensive network of more than 1000 system integrators, Matrix ensures that the products serve the 
needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of customers representing the entire 
spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many national and international awards for its innovative products. 



 

 

For further information, please contact: 
394-GIDC, Makarpura, Vadodara-390010, India 
Toll Free Number - +91 1800-258-7747  
E-Mail: Customer.Care@MatrixComsec.com 
Website: https://www.matrixcomsec.com/ 
 
 
 

https://www.matrixcomsec.com/

